
EXCEPTIONAL THESIS PAPER SOUTHWORTH

Southworth % Cotton Business Paper, White, 24 Pounds, Count (14C) $ Southworth % Cotton Business Paper, x 11
Inches, 32 lb, White, per Box (JD18C) $ Southworth Exceptional Thesis paper - % Cotton, Acid-Free and Watermarked.

Scoring usually takes 2 - 3 days, but let us know if you have a tighter schedule. Start Over. Product does not
come with warranty unless stated otherwise in product description. Our Hole-Punching Service Perfect Circles
for Many Applications Paper hole punching provides clean, crisp, circular holes for a variety of binding
applications. Have us custom hole punch almost any paper available on The Paper Mill Store. Shop without
retyping payment details. Perforating usually takes 3 - 4 days, but let us know if you have a tighter schedule.
Used - Good : This means that the product has been used, may show clear signs of use and may be missing
minor accessories, but remain in good condition. Our Cutting Service Let Us Make the Cut Your paper will be
cut with state-of-the-art paper trimming equipment operated by paper industry professionals who understand
the details of your design. However, warranty support may be available if an item was never registered by a
previous owner. Specify any size. This will erase ALL added services from your current product. Cutting
usually takes 2 - 3 days, but let us know if you have a tighter schedule. This item is eligible for Newegg
Premier benefits. If not, sign up today and get: Free 3-day-or-less shipping on eligible items, discounts on 2-
or 1-day delivery Free shipping on returns using labels available on our website No re-stocking fees Condition
Guidelines The following guidelines apply to all product categories unless otherwise indicated within specific
categories. Are you a Newegg Premier Member? Choose from 46 standard formats or order your custom
dimensions on perpendicular edge-to-edge perforations. Returned items with minor packaging defects fall
under this category. Please add "promo promo. Product may or may not be in the original packaging. Are you
an E-Blast Insider? How do I find out the price? Close Are you sure you want to start over? Used - Acceptable
: This means that the product shows clear signs of use, cosmetic defect, and may be missing minor accessories
and manual, but remain in working condition. Used - Very Good : This means that the product has been
opened, may show slight signs of use and cosmetic blemish, and may be missing minor accessories, but
remain in excellent condition. Some manufacturers place restrictions on how details of their products may be
communicated. Secure shopping made faster. Have us custom score almost any paper available on the site.
Open Box items usually do not come with manufacturer or vendor warranty or technical support. Open Box :
Newegg only guarantees your receipt of the Open Box product with the purchase of this item. Refurbished :
This means the product was tested and repaired as required to meet the standards of the refurbisher, which
may or may not be the original manufacturer. Check out with PayPal. Functionality issues beyond signs of use
should be disclosed in product description. Hole punching usually takes 2 - 3 days, but let us know if you have
a tighter schedule.


